
It was now morning
and Rabbit hadn’t
been awake that
early for a long
time. A fast food
breakfast was
the perk of an
early riser.

When he
reached the
food counter he was informed that
            breakfast was over.

Halfway home
he began to
feel very ill.
Walking slowly
was not an option,
and walking
quickly would
certainly take
its toll.

            He ate
       their
  lunch
    for
breakfast.
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Rabbit stopped
outside of a nightclub
that was closed for
the day. He banged
on the door. The
pressure within him
began to worsen.

A large King Snake
answered the door.
Rabbit explained
to the Snake that
he worked as a
doorman for the
Sloth. He hoped
that this would make
him worthy of using
   their bathroom
      during off-hours.
        The Snake let
          him in. Rabbit
           was most
           grateful.
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When Rabbit came out from
the restroom he saw the Snake
mopping the floor. As Rabbit
walked to the door he called
out a thank you to the Snake.
The Snake did not respond.

Rabbit walked to
the Snake and told
him that, in his eyes,
the Snake had done
more than just let 
him use the restroom, 
but had in fact saved
his life. He told the
Snake the story of his
breakfast. The Snake
shared tales of his
own experiences
with diarrhea.
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Their conversation
was interrupted
by an Antelope.
The Antelope
was the owner
of the nightclub.
He told Rabbit
that he was
there the night
of the slaughter,
and was very
impressed by
his perform-
ance. Rabbit
remembered
seeing the
Antelope that
night. He was
the first animal
to run out the
door. Rabbit had
known many Antelopes in the past that could run circles
 around him.
 Years of drug
 and alcohol abuse
 had left this one
 looking like a
 pigmy barrel-belly 
 Goat, and the
 way he ran
 looked comical.
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Eventually the Antelope
showed Rabbit the stage
and asked him if he would
be interested in performing.

The Antelope offered him
two nights a week with
good pay, then proceeded
to show Rabbit every
light switch in the place.

The Antelope gave 
Rabbit a tour of his 
club. He spoke in circles 
and repeated himself. 
At inappropriate points 
in the conversation
the Antelope would 
stop speaking and
look at the Rabbit, as
if he were expecting
a response. It was an
uncomfortable tour.
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